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Two SensActive materials-handling system orders 
placed by Haldex  

Morphic Technologies subsidiary, Dynamis AB, has received another two orders from 
Haldex Brake Products AB for its materials handling system, SensActive. 

SensActive's bin-picking functions will be used in two complete materials-handling systems, integrated 
in Haldex production processes. Both orders entail complete responsibility for Dynamis as system's 
integrator. Delivery is expected in January 2008. 

SensActive identifies and handles unsorted components. With the help of a robot, the system makes it 
possible to pick and handle an object directly from the pallet (bin-picking) which was previously 
impossible.  As a three-dimensional measuring technique is used, the object can be measured 
regardless of whether it's unsorted, or not oriented. The technology is the only kind in the world and is 
expected to set a new standard in the manufacturing industry as regards to materials 
handling//processing.    

As with the previous order from Haldex, today's orders refer to complete materials handling system for 
Haldex break components. Both systems will be used in production of two different products and 
include, aside from SensActive laserscanner, robots, control systems and safety equipment, among 
other things. 

"We're thrilled and proud that Haldex Brake Products show such confidence in our products and keep 
investing in our technology", says Eric Lennermark, Sales manager for Dynamis AB. "Our algorithms for 
calculating component positioning are unique. This product is ripe for the industry as everything is 
moving towards greater efficiency. SensActive was launched at the Scandinavian Technical Fair in 
autumn 2006. We are following up that exhibit with the Scanautomatic trade fair in Gothenburg this 
autumn, where we can promise further exciting new products within materials handling." 

Haldex Brake Products is a part of the Swedish Industrial Group Haldex (www.haldex.se) that provides 
solutions within different niches to the global automotive industry. 

For further information, contact:  
Johannes Falk, Information and Investor Relations Manager, Morphic Technologies AB 

Phone: +46 (0)706- 76 73 93, E-mail: johannes.falk@morphic.se. 

 

Morphic Technologies is a Swedish industrial group that specializes in energy systems for renewable electricity 
production as well as resource-light production techniques for efficient component manufacture. The operations are 
located in Karlskoga, Filipstad and Göteborg, Sweden. The Company's class B shares are listed on the Stockholm 
Stock Exchange's trading site, First North, with Remium Securities as Certified Advisor. For more information, see 
www.morphic.se 

 

DISCLAIMER: This document is a translation from the Swedish original. No guarantees are made that 
the translation is free from errors. 


